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Variables
Now lets understand variables this way , Variable is like a container or jar in which you can store
anything ! like a jar can store liquid , solid  or anything else. A variable can store different type of
data types.

Variable keywords

Var keyword

var is the keyword that tells JavaScript you're declaring a variable.
Var variables can be re-declared ,updated
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The problem with var keyword is it can be over written causing errors while writing 100s
lines of code.

Let keyword
Let is now preferred for variable declaration. It's no surprise as it comes as an improvement
to var declarations. It also solves the problem with var that we just covered. Let's consider
why this is so.

https://anshumancodes.netlify.app/
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However, if the same variable is defined in different scopes, there will be no error:

Why is there no error? This is because both instances are treated as different variables since
they have different scopes.



Const

Variables declared with the const maintain constant values. const declarations share some
similarities with let declarations.

Like let declarations, const declarations can only be accessed within the block they were
declared.

const cannot be updated or re-declared

This means that the value of a variable declared with const remains the same within its scope.
It cannot be updated or re-declared. So if we declare a variable with const, we can neither do
this:

Read more about const , let , var here

Data types:

● Primitive
● reference types

Primitive Types

● String
● Numbers
● Boolean
● Undefined
● Null

https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/var-let-and-const-whats-the-difference/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/primitive-and-reference-value-in-javascript/


Types of language
● Statically-typed    - declared value can't be changed
● Dynamically-typed- declared value can be changed

Javascript is a dynamic lang i.e; values assigned can be changed in runtime!

Reference types
● Array
● object
● function

Objects:

JavaScript variables can also contain many values. Objects are variables too. But
objects can contain many values.

Here is a example

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/primitive-and-reference-value-in-javascript/


But what if i want just one value or property  from object?
Here is how you can do that by using the dot notation method!
{check  next page for code snippet}



Now lets do the same by using bracket notation method!



Arrays in javaScript:

the array is a single variable that is used to store different elements. It is often
used when we want to store a list of elements and access them by a single
variable.

Here is how to use , read , manipulate a array(basic)

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/arrays-in-javascript/


Lets do some advanced stuff-



There are lot of array methods that you will need while writing code in js you can
learn about them here

Functions

A JavaScript function is a block of code designed to perform a particular
Task.

syntax:

Function name(params){
Your logic

};
name(params);

https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_array_methods.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_functions.asp


Lets see some examples to understand how functions work

Output:

Here sayHelloto() is the function name while “Anshumancodes” is the given
argument to the params name.

Functions are reusable and thats the reason they are highly used

Lets see that with a example

Output:



Also a function can have multiple parameters lets understand that by:

----------------------------------- end -----------------------------------

Learn more about javascript here (link to MDN docs)

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript



